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Situated artificial institutions: stability, consistency,

and flexibility in the regulation of agent societies

Maiquel de Brito1
· Jomi Fred Hübner2

·

Olivier Boissier3

Abstract In multi-agent systems, norms are a usual way to regulate the behaviour of
autonomous agents. To be stable in different circumstances, norms are specified using high
level terms, abstracting from the particular dynamics of the environment where the agents are
situated. However, applying these norms requires a proper link with a concrete environment.
Detaching that link from the norms themselves provides stability to the normative regulation
but raises consistency and flexibility issues. Consistency is achieved when the abstract norms
are coherent with the environment under regulation. Flexibility is achieved when different
kinds of norms share the same interpretation about the environmental state. These properties
are provided in some current works. However, since they are interrelated, there is not, to
our knowledge, a single proposal providing all of them. This paper proposes the situated
artificial institution (SAI) model to address these three issues—stability, consistency, and
flexibility—by conceiving norms as part of institutions that provide, through the process of
constitution, a social interpretation of the environmental state. After the presentation of the
formalised model of SAI, a case study is used to illustrate and test this approach.
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1 Introduction

This paper focuses on open software systems where autonomous agents can enter in, act
to achieve their goals, and eventually exit from. Some examples of systems that can be
modelled as open multi-agent systems are the Wikipedia and their bots [40,41], financial
markets and their algorithm traders [37], smartgrids [56], collaborative platforms for crisis
management [70], and e-commerce systems [3,22]. These open multi-agent systems (MAS)
may be seen as agent societies as their participants usually have some social behaviour [67].
For instance, in e-commerce, agents may compete, negotiate, build coalitions, etc. These
societies require some regulation of the behaviour of the autonomous agents to conciliate
their individual goals and social expectations [19,57]. Regulative norms (henceforth referred
just as norms) based on concepts such as obligations, prohibitions, permissions, duties, rights,
authorisations, powers, etc., are a usual way to express the expected agents’ behaviour in the
society [11].

Independent of any regulation, the arena of the behaviour of the agents is, by definition,
the environment, that is the set of elements that are perceived and acted upon by the agents to
achieve their goals (e.g. sensors and actuators, printers, networks, databases, web services,
etc.) [39,62,64,77,78]. Environments are typically dynamic, changing along the execution of
the system [46,64]. Such changes may be the results of the actions realised by the agents on
the elements composing the environment but can also be the result of the internal dynamics
of these elements. Changes in the environment are usually beyond the control of the norms
and may be even unpredictable when norms are designed.

Designing norms to regulate the activities of the agents in such a dynamic environment
tends to be complex due to factors such as the unpredictable behaviour of the environmental
elements or the evolving way the systems’ expectations are concretely realised. For example,
in an e-commerce scenario where the agents are expected to pay for their purchases, both
the set of agents that should pay and the means to perform payments may change along the
execution of the system. The norm “bob is obliged to make a bank deposit” should be
changed to cover additional agents and payment methods (e.g. “bob and tom are obliged

either to make a bank deposit or to use a credit card”).1 A usual solution to make the
norm more stable is to abstract from the concrete environment, defining it in terms of “buyer”
and “payment” instead of referring to each possible agent name and payment method [1,44].
But applying norms designed in such an abstract way is difficult as the practical applications
are not composed of elements such as buyers and payments. Rather, they are composed of
agents, messages, webservices, etc., placed in the environment, that in certain contexts may
count as buyers and payments. To be applied, the norms must be situated in the environment.
That is to say, the abstract concepts used in the norms (e.g. “buyer”, “payment”) must be
coupled with the concrete environmental elements (e.g. “bob”, “bank deposit”) involved
in the regulation. This requirement rises two additional complexities. First, if the nature of
buyer and payment is not explicitly defined, the normative system cannot assume that they
refer, respectively, to agents and to their actions. For example, one could couple payment to
an agent and buyer to an action, loosing consistency between the norm and the environment.
Second, such coupling should be shared by different sets of norms—possibly expressed in
different normative models and languages—regulating the same system (e.g. norms from the
store, financial, and logistic systems in an e-commerce scenario). Otherwise, different sets of
norms might prescribe conflicting behaviours. For instance, financial norms could consider

1 This paper does not have in mind just e-commerce systems. The focus is on multi-agent systems. The
e-commerce scenario is used to illustrate this kind of system.
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an agent as buyer, obliging him to pay for the purchases, while logistic norms do not consider
the agent as buyer, forbidding him to receive the purchased goods.

From this example, we can see three important but challenging properties of normative
systems: stability, consistency, and flexibility. Although the words stability, consistency,
and flexibility are used in the literature to refer to different notions, they have a particular
denotation in this paper. Stability is the property of a normative system to range over different
environmental circumstances, even unknown when the norms are specified. Systems having
stability can support changes in the environment under regulation without changing the
norms (norms change only when the regulative requirements change). Consistency is the
property of a normative system to correctly couple terms in the norms with environment
elements of different natures, distinguishing, for instance, agents from actions. Systems
having consistency ensure that norms are coherent with the environment under regulation,
even abstracting from it. Flexibility is the property of a normative system to include different
kinds of norms to regulate the same system. Systems having flexibility support the regulation
provided by different normative models keeping the same coupling of the normative layer
to the environment. Stability is important to regulate systems where not only the agents,
but also the environmental elements supporting their actions, can change and can be even
unknown when the norms are designed. Consistency is important as the regulation is expected
to be enforced matching with the actual situations in the environment where the agents act.
Flexibility is important as different regulative requirements, that can also change along the
system execution, can be better expressed by different normative models. These properties are
provided in some current works. However, as shown in Sect. 2, there is not, to our knowledge,
a single proposal providing all of them.

This paper aims to investigate how to provide stability, consistency, and flexibility to the
regulation of MAS. Our main inspiration comes from works in the field of the social sciences
that conclude that, in human societies, the regulation of their participants’ expected behaviour
is inserted in an institutional reality [65,66]. Such institutional reality makes the regulation of
human societies stable, consistent, and flexible even with people acting in a dynamic world.
The result of this work is a model of artificial institution called situated artificial institutions2

(SAI), that, being introduced in [23–25], is extended in this paper. SAI considers norms as
part of institutions that contain also the elements to represent the institutional reality and to
connect norms in it, providing stability, consistency, and flexibility to the regulation in MAS.
In this paper we present our contribution conceiving constitution—the process that builds
the institutional reality—as a key element of SAI, presenting its particular representations
and dynamics. The constitution produces status function assignments, that are the building
blocks of the proposed representation of institutional reality, consisting of the institutional
interpretation of the environmental elements. This is an important difference compared to
the current state of the art where some works consider institutional reality as being the
institutional vocabulary, i.e. the set of words used to specify the norms [1,12], while other
works consider it as composed of facts related to the dynamics of the norms (e.g. some event
counts as a norm fulfilment) [32,33,61], and others consider it as being institutional events,
that are an institutional counterpart of events occurring in the environment [17,20,38,74,75].

This paper is organised as follows: Sect. 2 discusses the challenges of stability, consistency,
and flexibility in the regulation of MAS, describing some existing ways to tackle them; Sect. 3
presents constitution as conceived in SAI; Sect. 4 describes how norms can be coupled in
the institutional reality produced by such constitution. Stability, consistency, and flexibility

2 The notion of Artificial Institution is proposed in [38] to refer to an extension to the concept of electronic

institution [36]. While electronic institutions focus on norms, artificial institutions contain additional elements
to represent other social aspects of MAS. The social aspect focused in our work is the institutional reality.
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provided by such coupling are analysed in Sect. 5. Section 6 discuss some limitations of
the proposed model and of this paper, motivating future work. Section 7 exposes some
conclusions and perspectives.

2 Stability, consistency, and flexibility of normative regulation: challenges
and state of the art

Achieving stability, consistency, and flexibility are interrelated challenges. The most usual
approach to achieve norm stability is to specify the norms in an abstract level and then
to link them to the environment [1,43]. But this solution raises issues of consistency and
flexibility. Sections 2.1–2.3 explain how stability, consistency, and flexibility are provided
by the existing approaches and how these issues are interrelated.

2.1 Stability

In MAS, norms regulate interactions in a dynamic environment, whose elements can change
along the time and can even be unknown when norms are designed. These features can bring
instability to norms directly linked to the environment, as they need to be rewritten every time
a new environmental element must be taken into account. To provide stability, current works
usually consider that norms are specified in an abstract level instead of being directly related
to the environment. They can thus range over different elements under regulation [1,43].
A norm stating that “buyers are obliged to pay” can range over all the agents that could
be considered as buyer and over all the actions considered as payment, independent of their
concrete realisation in the environment. The norm is thus stable as it does not require changes
when the set of agents considered as buyer and the set of possible payment methods change.

The effectiveness of norms specified in such an abstract way, however, requires a link
between the abstract concepts and the environment where the agents act. This link is usually
represented through count-as rules that define that facts occurring in the environment count

as facts within the institutions [42,65]. The existing approaches on count as can be classified
into different categories according to Grossi and Jones [45]. This section focuses on works
that can be classified as addressing count-as related to regulative norms, i.e. those works
concerned with relating the normative regulation to some interpretation of the environment
produced by means of count-as. For instance, Aldewereld et al. [1] and Boella and van der
Torre [8–10,12] propose count-as rules to link the abstract concepts used in the norms to the
environmental elements defining, for example, that the agent bob counts as a buyer and the
action credit_op(100) counts as a payment. Instead of linking the concepts used in the norms
to the environment, Dastani et al. [32,33] propose count-as rules to define the environmental
conditions that trigger changes in the state of the norm instances (i.e. environmental facts
count as violations, fulfilments, etc. of the norms). For example, one could specify that
“credit_op(100)” counts as the fulfilment of the norm “buyers are obliged to pay” instead of
counting as a payment. In a similar direction, Piunti et al. [61] consider that environmental
events count as changes in the state of Moise organisations [49,50].

In this approach based on count-as, the stability problem is indeed moved from the norm
to the count-as specifications. Changes in the environment are covered by the count-as rules
without requiring changes in the norms. The count-as rules and their management resources
have special features to handle this issue, leaving to the norms the concern of modelling the
regulative requirements of the system.
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2.2 Consistency

By abstracting from the environment, norms are decoupled from the actual nature and dynam-
ics of the environmental elements involved in the regulation. Norms can turn inconsistent if
these nature and dynamics are not taken into account by the count-as approach. Aldewereld
et al. [1] and Boella and van der Torre [8–10,12] do not consider how the nature of the dif-
ferent environmental elements is related with the different concepts used in the norms. In the
aforementioned norm, it is not possible to ensure neither that buyer will refer to an agent nor
that payment will refer to an action. One could wrongly specify a count-as rule that payment

points to an agent and buyer points to an action. As the nature of the environmental elements
is ignored, the dynamics associated to such nature is also ignored. For example, agents can
enter and leave the system and, even if buyer is properly linked to an agent, these works do
not consider explicitly how to manage situations where agents considered as buyers leave
the system. Obligations could stand to buyers that are no longer participating to the system.

Linking environmental facts to the dynamics of the norms [32,33,61] may also lead to
inconsistencies as the same environmental fact may count as conflicting outcomes in the
regulation. For example, one could specify that the same environmental fact counts as the
activation of both norms “buyer is obliged to pay while the store is open” and “buyer is
prohibited to pay while the store is not open” even if the norms are declared as being active
under opposite conditions. The state “store is open” is not linked to the environment and thus
these opposite conditions cannot be checked with respect to the actual environment.

Works providing consistency consider some correspondence between the abstract concepts
used in the norms and the nature of the environmental elements they refer to. Fornara et
al. [38], Viganò and Colombetti [74,75], Cardoso and Oliveira [17], and Cliffe et al. [20]
consider that events occurring in the environment can count as institutional events, that
have a precise semantics. It provides norm consistency as if some element of a norm is an
institutional event, then it is ensured that it points to an event in the environment. But, as
noted by Vos et al. [76], regulation of MAS should be based on events and also on states,
which are not supported by these works. There is not, in this case, norm stability with respect
to the environmental states.

2.3 Flexibility

Norms can express the expected agents’ behaviour in many different ways.3 For example,
some normative models express norms only as obligations [49] while others consider also
prohibitions [72] and permissions [59]; or, for instance, some models consider that the agents
can repair their misbehaviour [60] while others consider that they are sanctioned [72].

Since different normative models can take part in the same institution [21], all the norms
following the different models should be uniformly linked to the same environment. For
example, every norm referring to buyer and payment should link these concepts to the
environmental elements in the same way. Providing such uniform link between norms and
environment, making the regulation flexible to support different normative models, is chal-
lenging considering the diversity of normative models and their conceptions of regulation.

Although the works by Aldewereld et al. [1], Boella and van der Torre [8–10,12], Fornara
et al. [38], Viganò and Colombetti [74,75], Cliffe et al. [20], and Cardoso and Oliveira [17]
consider specific normative models, their general idea of linking the concepts used in the
norms to the environment could be applied to different normative models. Using generic

3 Among the huge literature in the field, the interested reader can find detailed information on norms in [2,7,13]
and in the COIN series of workshops (http://www.pcs.usp.br/~coin/).
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Table 1 Synthesis of the analysis of related works with respect to stability, consistency and flexibility of the
normative regulation, where “�” means achieved and “–” means not achieved

Stability Consistency Flexibility

– Aldewereld et al. [1] � – �

– Boella and van der Torre [8–10,12] � – �

– Fornara et al. [38] – � �

– Viganò and Colombetti [74,75] – � �

– Cliffe et al. [20] – � �

– Cardoso and Oliveira [17] – � �

– Dastani et al. [32,33] � – –

– Campos et al. [16] – – �

– Piunti et al. [61] � – –

– Brito et al. [26] – – �

interfaces to inspect the environment and to change the normative state accordingly, as pro-
posed in [16,26], can provide flexibility as interfaces can be flexible enough to link different
normative models to the same environment. But stability and consistency depend on the
way the interfaces change the state of each normative model regulating the system and thus
cannot be assured. Linking the environmental facts to the dynamics of specific models, as
proposed in [32,33,61], limits such flexibility as the specification of the relation between
environmental facts and normative dynamics cannot be applied to other kinds of norms in
the same system.

2.4 Synthesis of the state of the art

As we can see in Table 1, there is not an approach providing stability, consistency, and
flexibility altogether to the regulation in MAS. The best that current works do is to conciliate
flexibility either with stability or with consistency. Works providing both flexibility and
stability consider that the concepts used in the norms are linked to the environmental elements
without taking into account the nature of the elements to be linked, falling in inconsistencies.
On the other hand, works providing both flexibility and consistency consider that the concepts
used in the norms are of a specific “type”, i.e. institutional events, that can be only linked
to environmental events, falling in instability as elements other than events must be directly
referred in the norms.

We aim to fill this gap to be able to design MAS where the regulation—independent of
how it is expressed—is decoupled from, but still consistent with, the environmental elements
involved in the achievement of the systems’ goals. To this end, we consider that norms are
not the only element necessary to regulate MAS. Rather, they are part of artificial institu-

tions (or simply institutions). Institutions enable the institutional reality of MAS, that is an
interpretation of the environmental elements under regulation [6,53,63,65,66]. Norms are
specified referring to concepts belonging to this institutional reality (being thus stable), that
are endowed with a precise semantics to ensure consistency. Flexibility is achieved as the
elements belonging to the institutional reality are supposed to be accessible to several kinds
of norms.

Thus, our proposal to provide stability, consistency and flexibility to the regulation of
MAS is not just to design norms, but to design institutions (that comprise norms). The next
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section explains our conception of constitution, that is the process that builds the institutional
reality. Section 4 explains how norms fit in this institutional reality. Considering the several
normative models already present in the literature, we focus the paper on the constitution
part of the institution, which is the our main contribution, and simply couple it with existing
normative models to highlight the flexibility.

3 Constitution: representing and building the institutional reality in SAI

In SAI, constitution is the process of building the institutional reality that norms are based
on.4 Section 3.1 presents the philosophical background of this conception. Sections 3.2–3.5
introduce constitution. Section 3.6 illustrates the evolution of the constitutive state, that is
the representation of the institutional reality in SAI, based on the environmental dynamics.

3.1 Philosophical background

According to Searle [65,66], the social reality where human people are immersed arises from
the concrete world (i.e. the environment) based on some elements including deontic powers,
status functions, and constitutive rules. Deontic powers are the rights, duties, obligations,
permissions, authorisations, etc. that direct the expected behaviour of the people in the soci-
ety. Status functions are functions that environmental elements perform independent of their
physical virtues. Constitutive rules specify the assignment of status functions to environmen-
tal elements. Constitutive rules have the form X counts as Y in C meaning that the physical
element X has the status function Y in the context C . For example, a constitutive rule can
define that a small line of stones (X ) counts as the boundary of a private property (Y ) in any
circumstance (C). Due to such assignment of status function, people have reasons to follow
the norm that states that they are forbidden to get into the private property even though they
are physically able to cross the line of stones.

Searle claims that this system of constituted status functions is “the glue that holds society
together” [66, p. 9] as it leads people to act according to the social expectations independent
(1) of their own desires and inclinations and (2) of the physical virtues of the physical elements
(e.g. a line of stones does not need to be the highest one to be a boundary, a man does not
need to be the strongest one to be the leader, etc.).

3.2 SAI overview

This paper uses the notion of norm to denote the deontic powers referred by Searle because
it is the usual way to represent the expected agents’ behaviour in MAS.5 Norms specify the
expected behaviour from the agents in an abstract level that is not directly related to the
environment. For example, the norm “the winner of an auction is obliged to pay its offer,
otherwise it is fined” makes sense in the institutional specification of an auction. The norm,
however, does not specify aspects such as (1) what an agent should do to become the winner of
the auction, (2) what an agent must do to perform the payment, or (3) how the fine is applied.
In this scenario, winner, payment, and fine are all status functions: they are status, assigned

4 Norms refer to (and somehow depend) but are not part of the institutional reality [17,65,66]. The elements
composing the institutional reality, as well as the norms, are part of a social reality [38,65,66], whose analysis
is beyond the scope of this paper.
5 Basing other possible representations of deontic powers on SAI is a future work.
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Fig. 1 SAI overview: constitutive rules specify how the constitutive state is built from the environmental state
while norms specify how the normative state is built from the constitutive state

by the institution to the environmental elements, that impose functions to these elements.6

SAI considers that status functions are assigned to agents acting, events occurring, and states
holding in the environment. For example, in a given institution:

– An agent may get the function of auctioneer. But it has such function due to an institutional
assignment. The agent may be implemented with expertise to be an auctioneer and may
intend to be an auctioneer, but without the institutional assignment of the status function
auctioneer, it will not be considered at the institutional level as playing that function.

– The event corresponding to the utterance of “I offer $10,000” may get the status function
of “bid” or “counter-proposal”, depending on the institutional assignments.

– The state where “more than twenty people are inside a room at Friday at 10 a.m.” may
mean, in the institution, the minimum quorum for an auction.

SAI considers these three kinds of status functions because they are enough to cover
the environmental elements involved in the normative regulation: agents are the bearers
of obligations, prohibitions, etc. while the dynamics of the norms (activations, fulfilments,
violations, etc.) is based on events and states, depending on the normative model [76].

The effectiveness of norms specified through status functions depends on their connection
to the environment as their dynamics (activation, fulfilment, etc.) results of facts occurring
there. Such a connection is established when the status functions are constituted, accord-
ing to constitutive rules, from the environmental elements (Fig. 1). The set of constituted
status functions is the constitutive state of the institution, that can be seen as the insti-
tutional interpretation of the current environmental state. Based on the constitutive state,
norms are activated, violated, fulfilled, etc., producing the normative state, that is the insti-
tutional view regarding the expected behaviour of the agents. Consider, for example, an
institution where a constitutive rule states that “the agent that utters the highest bid counts

6 In SAI, as in Searles’ work, the expression “status function” means both the status and the corresponding
function assigned by the institution to the environmental elements. For example, the agent bob carrying the
status function bidder means that bob has both the status of bidder and the functions corresponding to such
status.
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as the winner of the auction” and a norm states that “the winner of the auction is obliged
to pay its offer”. If the agent bob utters the highest bid, then, in the constitutive state, bob

counts as the winner of the auction and, in the normative state, bob is obliged to pay its offer
(Fig. 1).

In the following, Sect. 3.3 describes how the constitution of status functions from the
environmental elements is specified in SAI through constitutive rules. Section 3.4 describes
the dynamics of such constitution, that builds the constitutive state, that is the representation
of the institutional reality in SAI. The evolving of the normative state based on the constitutive
on is addressed in Sect. 4.

3.3 Constitutive specification

The constitutive specification designs the institutional reality in SAI. It defines, through
constitutive rules, what are the elements composing the institutional reality (i.e. what are the
constituted status functions) according to the different possible environmental circumstances.
In the following, Sect. 3.3.1 formally presents the elements involved in the constitutive
specification while Sect. 3.3.2 proposes a language to specify constitutive rules based on the
presented formalism.

3.3.1 Constitutive specification formalism

In order to define constitutive rules, we will first introduce the elements to which they refer
(environmental elements) and those that participate to their definition (status functions). The
presented formalism employs the following elements of the first-order logic language: (1)
constants, that refer to elements existing in the modelled world; (2) atomic formulae (or
simply atoms), that represent propositions; and substitutions of variables [14].7

Definition 1 (Environmental elements) The environmental elements of interest in SAI are
represented by X = AX ∪ EX ∪ SX where AX is the set of agents possibly acting in the
system, EX is the set of events that may happen in the environment, and SX is the set of
properties used to describe the possible states of the environment.

Agents in AX are represented by constants (e.g. bob). Events in EX are pairs (e, a) where e

is an atom identifying the event [e.g. offer(100)] and a is (1) either a constant identifying the
agent that has triggered the event or (2) ε if the event is produced by the environment itself
(e.g. a clock tick). Properties in SX are represented by atoms.

It is important to observe that the set X is just a representation of the elements that
potentially take part to the environment.8 For example, when a SAI specification contains an
event eX ∈ EX , it does not mean that eX has happened in the environment. Rather, it means
that the designer of the institution assumes that eX may happen.

Definition 2 (Status function) Status functions are functions that the environmental elements
may perform in the institution independent of their design aspects. The set F contains all the
possible status functions of a SAI and is defined as F = AF ∪ EF ∪ SF where AF is the

7 In this paper, a substitution is always represented by θ . A substitution is a finite set of pairs {α1/β1, . . . αn/βn}

where αi is a variable and βi is a term. If θ is a substitution and ρ is a literal, then ρθ is the literal resulting
from the replacement of each αi in ρ by the corresponding βi .
8 It is beyond of the scope of this paper to deal in detail with the environment. We just consider the elements
of X as existing outside the institution, being available thanks to reliable interfaces.
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set of agent-status functions (i.e. status functions assignable to agents aX ∈ AX ), EF is the
set of event-status functions (i.e. status functions assignable to events eX ∈ EX ), and SF is
the set of state-status functions (i.e. status functions assignable to states sX ∈ SX ).

Agent-status functions are represented by constants. Event- and state-status functions are
represented by atoms.

Definition 3 (Constitutive rule) The set of all constitutive rules of a SAI is represented by
C. A constitutive rule c ∈ C is a tuple 〈x, y, t, m〉 meaning that x ∈ F ∪ X ∪ {ε} counts as
(i.e. x has the status function) y ∈ F when the event t ∈ EF ∪ EX ∪ {ε} has happened and
while the condition represented by m holds.9

While in Searle’s theory the context of constitutive rules is true when generic circumstances c

hold, we consider that the context is true (1) when some event t has happened and (2) while
certain conditions expressed by m hold. In the case of t = ε ∧m = ⊤, the constitutive rule is
simply read as x count-as y since y is assigned to x in any circumstance. When x actually
counts as y (i.e. when the conditions t and m declared in the constitutive rule are true), we
say that there is a status function assignment (SFA) of the status function y to the element x

(cf. Definition 5). The process of establishing a SFA of y to some x , described in Sects. 3.4.2
and 3.4.3, is the constitution of y. The constitution of the status function y is performed as
follows:

– Assignment to an element x This kind of constitution applies to constitutive rules where
x �= ε. In this case, the status function y is assigned to an existing element x , that may be
either a concrete element belonging to the environment or another status function. The rule
〈bob, bidder, (offer(10), bob), auction_running〉 is an example of assignment of status
function to a concrete element, that we name first-order constitution (cf. Sect. 3.4.2):
it means that the agent bob carries the status function of bidder after having uttered its
offer and while the auction is running. An example of assignment of status function to
another status function, that we name second-order constitution (cf. Sect. 3.4.3) is the rule
〈bidder, auction_participant, ε, ε〉: it assigns the status function of auction_participant

to the agents that carry the status function of bidder.
– Freestanding assignment This kind of constitution applies to rules where x = ε. In

this case, there is not an element that carries the status function. Rather, the constitutive
rules just state that the status function exists in a certain context. For example the rule
〈ε, auction_running, ε,¬auction_finished)〉 means that the property auction_running

holds in the institution when the property auction_finished does not hold. In this
case, there is not any property in the environment that carries the status function of
auction_running. The idea of elements that exist in the institution but do not have a
corresponding in the environment is recognised by Searle [65,66] and by other related
authors [47,69].

3.3.2 Constitutive specification language

From the previously described elements, we introduce a language to specify constitutive
rules. The constitutive specification, written based on the syntax given in Fig. 2, defines the
sets of status functions (F) and constitutive rules (C) of the institution. Each constitutive
rule (const_rule in the grammar of Fig. 2) has an identifier (id). Furthermore, the rules
have the operator count-as, that performs the constitution of the status functions. The

9 ε represents that the element is not present in the constitutive rule.
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const model ::= F C

F ::= "status functions:" AF? EF? SF?

AF ::= "agents:" aF (,aF ) ∗ .

EF ::= "events:" eF (,eF ) ∗ .

SF ::= "states:" sF (,sF ) ∗ .

C ::= "constitutive rules:" const rule+

const rule ::= id : count as stat t? m expression?.

count as stat ::= ((aF |aX |var) "count-as" aF ) |

((eF |eX |var) "count-as" eF ) |

((sF |sX |var)? "count-as" sF )

t ::= "when" eF |eX

m expression ::= "while" m

m ::= sX |eX |sF |eF |not m|m "|" m|m "&" m|is expr|"false"|"true"

is expr ::= aX "is" aF |eX "is" eF |sX "is" sF

aF ::= constant

aX ::= constant

eF ::= atom

eX ::= atom(["sai agent"(aX |var)])?

sF ::= atom

sX ::= atom

id ::= constant

Fig. 2 Grammar of the constitutive specification language

elements related to the context of the constitutive rule (t and m) are optional. The element
m in the grammar of Fig. 2 corresponds to the logical formulae used to check conditions for
constitution, where “not”, “|”, “&”, “false”, and “true” correspond respectively to
¬, ∨, ∧, ⊥, and ⊤. The semantics of these formulae is given in page 1. The element a of an
event (e, a) ∈ EX is represented in the grammar of Fig. 2 by sai__agent(a), that can be
omitted to represent a = ε. Constants and atoms start by a lower case letter. Variables var

are terms starting by an upper case letter.
Figure 3 shows the constitutive specification for the use case addressed in [29], where

agents collaborate to manage crisis such as flooding, car crashes, etc. They act in an environ-
ment composed of geographic information systems (GIS) and of tangible tables [54] where
they put objects equipped with RFID tags on to signal their intended actions. The constitu-
tive rules assign institutional meaning to the environment elements. For example, putting a
launch_object on the coordinates (15,20) of a table signals the evacuation of the downtown
(constitutive rule 3).

3.4 Constitutive dynamics

Constitutive elements (i.e. status functions assignments) are dynamically produced by the
interpretation of the constitutive rules on the current state of the environment. The elements
involved in this dynamics are introduced in Sect. 3.4.1. Then, Sects. 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 describe
the process of constitution, that is the establishment of status function assignments.
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status functions:
agents: mayor, firefighter.
events: evacuate(Zone).
states: secure(Zone), insecure(Zone).

constitutive rules:
/*** Agent-Status Functions constitutive rules ***/

/*Actors carry the status functions according to their check in the tables*/
1: Actor count-as mayor

when checkin(table mayor,Actor) while not(Other is mayor)|Other==Actor.
2: Actor count-as firefighter

when checkin(table fire brigade,Actor).

/*** Event-Status Functions constitutive rules ***/
/*Putting the ‘‘launch object’’ on (15,20) means the evacuation of the downtown*/
3: put_tangible(launch object,15,20) count-as evacuate(downtown).
/*Sending a message with the proper arguments means the evacuation of the downtown*/
4: send message(evacuation,downtown) count-as evacuate(downtown).

/*** State-Status Functions constitutive rules ***/
/*A zone in preventive phase is secure if it has at most 500 inhabitants*/
5: security phase(Zone,preventive) count-as secure(Zone)

while nb_inhabit(Zone,X)& X<=500
/*A zone in emergency phase is insecure*/
6: security phase(Zone,emergency) count-as insecure(Zone).

Fig. 3 Example of constitutive specification

3.4.1 Preliminaries

The constitutive dynamics of SAI involves the actual state of the environment and the actual
constitutive state (i.e. the standing SFAs), that are part of the whole SAI state. These states
are defined in this section.

Definition 4 (Environmental state) The actual environmental state is represented by X =

AX ∪ EX ∪ SX where (1) AX is the set of agents participating in the system, (2) EX is the
set of events occurring in the environment and (3) SX is the set of environmental properties
describing the environmental state.

Agents in AX are represented by constants referring to their identifiers. States in SX are
represented by atoms. Events in EX are represented by pairs (e, a) where e is the event,
identified by an atom, triggered by the agent a. Events can be triggered by actions of the
agents (e.g. the utterance of a bid in an auction, the handling of an environmental artifact,
etc.) but can be also produced by the environment itself (e.g. a clock tick). In this case, events
are represented by pairs (e, ε).

Definition 5 (Constitutive state) The constitutive state of a SAI is the set of the existing
SFAs. It is represented by F = AF ∪ EF ∪ SF where (1) AF ⊆ AX ×AF is the set of agent-
status function assignments, (2) EF ⊆ EX ×EF × AX ∪{ε} is the set of event-status function
assignments and (3) SF ⊆ SX ∪ {ε} × SF is the set of state-status function assignments.

SFAs, established through the constitution of status functions as specified by constitutive
rules (cf. Definition 3), are relations between environmental elements and status functions.
Elements of AF are pairs 〈aX , aF 〉 meaning that the agent aX ∈ AX has the status function
aF ∈ AF . Elements of EF are triples 〈eX , eF , aX 〉 meaning that the event-status function
eF ∈ EF is assigned to the event eX ∈ EX produced by the agent aX ∈ AX . Events
are usually considered at the individual agent level in normative systems [76]. Thus, it is
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important to record the agent that causes an event-status function assignment to be able to
check individually, in the normative level, the expected behaviour of the agents with respect
to the production of event-status function assignments. Elements of SF are pairs 〈sX , sF 〉

meaning that the state sX ∈ SX carries the status function sF ∈ SF .
The constitution of status function is conditioned by the holding of the condition m (cf.

Definition 3). Such condition is represented by the formulae m (hereafter m-formulae) defined
in the grammar of Fig. 2. Considering a model M = 〈F, X, F〉, the semantics of m-formulae
is defined as follows:

M |� m iff ∃θ :(mθ ∈ EX ∨ mθ ∈ SX )

∨ (∃eX : eX is mθ)

∨ (∃sX : sX is mθ) (1)

M |� x is y iff ∃θ :(xθ ∈ AX ∧ yθ ∈ AF ∧ 〈xθ, yθ〉 ∈ AF )

∨ (xθ ∈ EX ∧ x = (e, a) ∧ yθ ∈ EF ∧ 〈eθ, yθ, aθ〉 ∈ EF )

∨ (xθ ∈ SX ∧ yθ ∈ SF ∧ 〈xθ, yθ〉 ∈ SF ) (2)

Informally, from the expression 1, an m-formula m is true (1) if it represents either an event
actually occurring or an state actually holding in the environment; (2) if it represents either
an event-status function assigned to some environmental elements; or (3) if it represents a
state-status function actually assigned to some environmental state. From the expression 2,
an m-formula is true if it has the form x is y and either (1) x is an agent that carries the
agent-status function y or (2) x is an event that actually carries the event-status function y or
(3) x is a state that actually carries the state-status function y.

Definition 6 (SAI state) The SAI state is composed of an environmental state X , a constitutive
state F , and a normative state N . It is represented by SAIDyn = 〈X, F, N 〉.

The formal representations of X and F are introduced respectively in Definitions 4 and 5. The
normative state N depends on the dynamics of each normative model possibly composing
the institution. Section 4 details how the state of norms following a specific normative model
take part to SAI. Here, N subsumes the state of all the norms taking part in the institution.

Definition 7 (SAI history) The history of a SAI is the sequence of its i ∈ N states (where N

is the set of the natural numbers).

The SAI state at the i th step of its history is represented by SAI i
Dyn = 〈X i , F i , N i 〉 where

X i = Ai
X ∪ E i

X ∪ Si
X and F i = Ai

F ∪ E i
F ∪ Si

F . N i is the normative state at the step i (not
detailed here as it depends on the different normative models taking part in the institution). A
sequence of steps starting from the step s finishing in the step z (s.t. s ∈ N, z ∈ N, and s < z)
is noted as SAIs

Dyn . . . SAI z
Dyn. Sequences of environmental, constitutive, and normative states

are similarly noted, respectively, as X s . . . X z , F s . . . F z , and N s . . . N z .
The SAI history evolves from a step i to i +1 due to changes in the environment, that may

trigger changes in the constitutive state that, on its turn, may trigger changes in the normative
state. We leave the normative dynamics aside for now, focusing on the constitutive dynamics,
that is based on the environmental one. Figure 4 illustrates these dynamics along three steps of
a SAI history. In the first step, an environmental element is added to X reflecting some change
in the real environment. This change in the environmental representation X produces new
SFAs. The environment then goes to a new state (two), that does not constitute any condition
neither to create new SFAs nor to revoke the existing ones. The environment then changes
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Fig. 4 SAI dynamics overview: changes in the real environment produce changes in the SAI representation
of the environmental state that, in some cases, produce changes in the constitutive state

again, leading SAI to the state three, where changes are also produced in the constitutive
state.

Constitutive rules can specify two kinds of constitution of status functions to produce
SFAs: first-order constitution and second-order constitution. Sections 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 explain
how SFA due to first- and second-order constitution can be deduced from a given SAI history.

3.4.2 First-order constitution

Constitutive rules specifying first-order constitution explicitly define that agent-, event-, and
state-status functions are assigned to agents, events, and states from the environment. In the
following, Definitions 8–10 explain how this kind of constitution is produced. To formally
define the constitutive dynamics, we use functions to define the set of SFAs that can be
deduced from given environmental and constitutive states.

Definition 8 (First-order constitution of agent-status-functions) Given a set F of status func-
tions, a set C of constitutive rules, and histories X and F of z environmental and constitutive
states, the set of agent-status function assignments due to first-order constitution that can be
deduced in the i th step (0 ≤ i ≤ z) is given by the function f −consta defined as follows:

f −consta(F, C, X0 . . . X z, F0 . . . F z, i) =
{

〈x, y〉|x ∈ Ai
X ∧ y ∈ AF

∧∃〈x ′, y, t, m〉 ∈ C ∃θ ∃s ∈ N ∀k ∈ [s, i]:

(E s
X ∪ E s

F |� tθ) ∧ (X k ∪ Fk |� mθ)

∧ x ′θ = x
}

(3)

Informally, the function f −consta defines that (1) if exists a constitutive rule 〈x ′, y, t, m〉

whose element t , under a substitution θ , represents an event occurred at the step s and (2) if
along all the steps k from s to i the formula m, under θ , is entailed by the environmental and
constitutive states, then the agent identified by the element x ′ under θ carries the agent-status
function y in the step i . The function returns SFA only for the agents that are participating
in the system. If an agent a is participating in the system in the step i but leaves the system
in the step i + 1 (i.e. a ∈ Ai

X and a /∈ Ai+1
X ), then the SFAs of the a returned by the function

f −consta in the step i are not returned in the step i + 1. The management of the constitutive
state, when based on this function, can drop the SFA of agents that have left the system
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(cf. Sect. 3.5). The function also lays out our proposed approach to deal with combined
instantaneous events and fluent states as conditions to constitution when it defines that an
SFA belongs to the constitutive state if m holds in all steps k from the occurrence of t (at the
step s) until the step i . Some points to observe in this definition are: (1) the repetition of the
event t does not affect the SFA and (2) a SFA is dropped if m ceases to hold and is not activated
again if the m turns to hold (unless the event t happens again while m is again holding).

The rule 1 in the Fig. 3 defines a first-order constitution of an agent-status function.
If checkin(table_mayor, bob) ∈ E1

X , meaning that the agent bob has checked in the
table_mayor at the step 1, then bob carries the status function mayor [i.e. 〈bob, mayor〉 ∈

f −consta(F, C, X0 . . . X z, F0 . . . F z, i)] for all steps i , starting from the 1st one, while bob

participates in the system (considering θ = {Agent/bob}).

Definition 9 (First-order constitution of state-status-functions) Given a set F of status func-
tions, a set C of constitutive rules, and histories X and F of z environmental and constitutive
states, the set of state-status-function assignments due to first-order constitution that can be
deduced in the i th step (0 ≤ i ≤ z) is given by the function f −consts defined as follows:

f −consts(F, C, X0 . . . X z, F0 . . . F z, i) =
{

〈x, y〉|((x = ε) ∨ (x ∈ Si
X )) ∧ (y ∈ SF )

∧∃〈x ′, y, t, m〉 ∈ C ∃θ ∃s ∈ N ∀k ∈ [s, i]:

(E s
X ∪ E s

F |� tθ) ∧ (X k ∪ Fk |� mθ) ∧ x ′θ = x
}

(4)

Similar to the constitution of agent-status functions, (1) a SFA is only assigned to a state
x ∈ SX only if x actually holds in the environment and (2) the constitution of state-status
functions is conditioned by the holding of m in all steps from the occurrence of the event t .
Furthermore, the function f −consts lays out our conception that the constitution of state-status
functions may result in freestanding assignments.

The rule 6 in the Fig. 3 defines a first-order constitution of a state-status function. If
security_phase(downtown, emergency) ∈ E3

X , meaning that the GIS points the downtown as
being insecure, then the assignment 〈security_phase(downtown, emergency), insecure(down

town)〉 can be deduced from the step 3 while the GIS remains indicating security_phase(down

town, emergency).

Definition 10 (First-order constitution of event-status-functions) Given a set F of status
functions, a set C of constitutive rules, and histories X and F of z environmental and consti-
tutive states, the set of event-status-function assignments due to first-order constitution that
can be deduced in the i th step (0 ≤ i ≤ z) is given by the function f −conste defined as
follows:

f −conste(F, C, X0 . . . X i , F0 . . . F i , i) =
{

〈e, y, a〉|(e, a) ∈ E i
X ∧ y ∈ EF

∧ ∃〈x ′, y, t, m〉 ∈ C ∃θ :
(

E i
X ∪ E i

F |� tθ
)

∧ (X i ∪ F i |� mθ)

∧ x ′ = (e′, a′) ∧ e′θ = e ∧ a′θ = a
}

(5)

Compared to agent- and state-status functions, the constitution of event-status functions is
differently related to the SAI history. Event-status function assignments are assumed to hold
only in the step in which the conditions t and m hold, mimicking, thus, in the constitutive
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level, the atomic nature of the environmental events [18]. Thus, the holding of m during many
steps of the SAI history does not imply the holding of an event-status function assignment.

The rule 3 in the Fig. 3 defines the first-order constitution of an event-status func-
tion. If (put_tangible(launch_object, 15, 20), tom) ∈ E2

X meaning that tom has put the
a launch_object on the coordinates (15,20) of the table at the step 2, then the assign-
ment 〈put_tangible(launch_object, 15, 20), evacuate(downtown), tom〉 holds in the step
2, i.e. 〈put_tangible(launch_object, 15, 20), evacuate(downtown), tom〉 ∈ f −conste(F, C,

X0 . . . X z, F0 . . . F z, 2).

3.4.3 Second-order constitution

Constitutive rules specifying second-order constitution define that a status function counts
as another status function. But even specifying a relation between two status functions, the
assignments resulting of the second-order constitution are also relations between status func-
tions and environmental elements. That is to say, whenever status function s1 counts as a
status function s2, all the elements constituting s1 constitute also s2. For example, if the con-
stitutive rule firefighter count-assecurity_expert is added to the specification
in Fig. 3, then the agent-status function security_expert is actually assigned to all the concrete
agents carrying the status function firefighter.

Definition 11 (Second-order constitution of agent-status-functions) Given a set F of status
functions, a set C of constitutive rules, and histories X and F of z environmental and con-
stitutive states, the set of agent-status function assignments due to second-order constitution
that can be deduced in the i th step (0 ≤ i ≤ z) is given by the function s−consta below:

s−consta(F, C, X0 . . . X z, F0 . . . F z, i) =
{

〈x, y〉|x ∈ Ai
X ∧ y ∈ AF

∧∃〈x ′, y, t, m〉 ∈ C ∃θ ∃s ∈ N ∀k ∈ [s, i]:
(

Es
X ∪ E s

F |� tθ
)

∧ (X k ∪ Fk |� mθ)

∧ x ′θ ∈ AF ∧ 〈x, x ′θ〉 ∈ Ai
F

}

(6)

Informally, if there is a constitutive rule 〈x ′, y, t, m〉 whose element x ′, under a substitution
θ , corresponds to a status function already assigned to an agent aX , then this agent carries
also the status function y ∈ AF [subject to the conditions t and m, as in the first-order
constitution (Definition 8)]. When the agent aX ceases to carry the status function x ′θ , it also
ceases to carry the status function y.

In the crisis scenario, we can imagine the agent-status function authority and the constitu-
tive rule mayor count-asauthority. If bob is mayor at the i th step (i.e. 〈bob, mayor〉 ∈

Ai
F ), then 〈bob, authority〉 ∈ s−consta(F, C, X0 . . . X z, F0 . . . F z, i) (for i ≤ z). Informally,

the rule states that an agent having the status function of mayor counts as an authority and,
as bob has the status function of mayor, he has also the status function of authority.

Definition 12 (Second-order constitution of state-status-functions) Given a set F of status
functions, a set C of constitutive rules, and histories X and F of z environmental and con-
stitutive states, the set of state-status function assignments due to second-order constitution
that can be deduced in the i th step (0 ≤ i ≤ z) is given by the function s−consts below:
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s−consts(F, C, X0 . . . X z, F0 . . . F z, i) =
{

〈x, y〉|(x ∈ Si
X ∨ x = ε) ∧ y ∈ SF

∧∃〈x ′, y, t, m〉 ∈ C ∃θ ∃s ∈ N ∀k ∈ [s, i]:

(E s
X ∪ E s

F |� tθ) ∧ (X k ∪ Fk |� mθ)

∧ x ′θ ∈ SF ∧ 〈x, x ′θ〉 ∈ Si
F

}

(7)

If there is a constitutive rule 〈x ′, y, t, m〉whose element x ′, under a substitution θ , corresponds
to a status function already assigned to a state sX , then this state carries also the status function
y ∈ SF [subject to the conditions t and m, as in the first-order constitution (Definition 9)].
When sX ceases to carry the status function x ′θ , it also ceases to carry the status function y.

We can consider the state-status function red_alert in the crisis scenario and the consti-
tutive rule insecure(Zone) count-asred_alert. If 〈securi ty_phase(downtown,

emergency), insecure(downtown)〉 ∈ Si
F , then 〈securi ty_phase(downtown,

emergency), red_alert〉 ∈ s−consts(F, C, X0 . . . X z, F0, . . . F z, i) (for i ≤ z).

Definition 13 (Second-order constitution of event-status-functions) Given a set F of status
functions, a set C of constitutive rules, and histories X and F of z environmental and con-
stitutive states, the set of event-status function assignments due to second-order constitution
that can be deduced in the i th step (0 ≤ i ≤ z) is given by the function s−conste below:

s−conste(F, C, X0 . . . X z, F0 . . . F z, i) =
{

〈e, y, a〉|e ∈ E i
X ∧ y ∈ EF ∧ a∈ Ai

X

∧∃〈x ′, y, t, m〉 ∈ C ∃θ :

(E i
X ∪ E i

F |� tθ) ∧ (X i ∪ F i |� mθ)

∧ x ′θ ∈ EF ∧ 〈e, x ′θ, a〉 ∈ E i
F

}

(8)

If there is a constitutive rule 〈x ′, y, t, m〉whose element x ′, under a substitution θ , corresponds
to a status function already assigned to the event eX , then eX carries also the status function
y ∈ EF (subject to the conditions t and m, as in the first-order constitution (Definition 10)).
The assignment of y to eX holds while the assignment of x ′θ to eX holds.

Consider, for example, the event-status function securi ty_procedure in the crisis sce-
nario and the constitutive rule evacuate(Zone) count-assecurity_procedure. If
the agent tom has put a launch_object on the coordinates (15,20) of the table at the step i , then
by the rule 3, put_tangible(launch_object, 15, 20), evacuate(downtown), tom) ∈ E i

F

and, as a consequence, by the introduced rule, 〈put_tangible(launch_object, 15, 20),

securi ty_procedure, tom〉 ∈ s−conste(F, C, X0 . . . X z, F0 . . . F z, i) (for i ≤ z) because
(1) the term x of the rule is an event-status-function that (2) is already assigned to the event
put_tangible(launch_object, 15, 20).

3.5 Building the constitutive state

From the previous definitions, it is possible to define how the constitutive state of an institution
is built. First, we introduce the function const below that, for an institution where the set of
status function is F and the set of constitutive rules is C, returns all the SFAs that can be
deduced given environmental and constitutive histories of size i :
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const(X0 . . . X i , F0 . . . F i ) = 〈 f −consta(F, C, X0 . . . X i , F0 . . . F i , i)

∪ s−consta(F, C, X0 . . . X i , F0 . . . F i , i),

f −conste(F, C, X0 . . . X i , F0 . . . F i , i)

∪ s−conste(F, C, X0 . . . X i , F0 . . . F i , i),

f −consts(F, C, X0 . . . X i , F0 . . . F i , i)

∪ s−consts(F, C, X0 . . . X i , F0 . . . F i , i)〉 (9)

Additions and revocations of SFAs may create conditions for new constitutions. In despite
of that, every constitutive state F i of a SAI history is closed under constitution, i.e. all the SFAs
that can be deduced from the step i − 1 are in F i . The closure of SFAs under environmental
and constitutive histories of size i is given by the function F∗ as follows.

F∗(X0 . . . X i , F0 . . . F i ) =
F i if F i = F i ′

F∗(X0 . . . X i , F0 . . . F i ′) otherwise

s.t. F i ′ = const(X0 . . . X i , F0 . . . F i ) (10)

Informally, the set of SFA deductible from F i is computed until there is not any SFA to add
or to remove, when the closure of F is finally found. New constitutive states are built based
on the constitutive closure of a previous state. Handling the constitutive state is up to some
constitutive monitor implementing the transition rule 11. Notice that the environmental and
normative states X and N do not change.

SAI i
Dyn = 〈X i , F i , N i 〉 F i �= const

(

X0 . . . X i , F0 . . . F i
)

〈X i , F i , N i 〉 → 〈X i , F∗(X0 . . . X i , F0 . . . F i ), N i 〉
. (11)

Informally, if SAI is in a state i s.t. a new constitutive state can be deduced from the
current one, then the new constitutive state is the closure of the previous one.

3.6 Example of constitutive dynamics

To illustrate the constitutive dynamics, we consider the scenario introduced in Sect. 3.3.2 and
the constitutive specification illustrated in Fig. 3. We consider five steps of the environmental
dynamics. In each step, the environmental state changes causing changes in the constitutive
state. This dynamics is described below and summarised in the Table 2:

– Step 1 GIS indicate that the properties security_phase(downtown,preventive) and
(nb_inhabit(downtown, 200) hold in the environment, meaning that (1) the downtown is
on preventive phase of the crisis management and (2) the downtown has 200 inhabitants.
By the constitutive rule 5, the institution considers the downtown as a secure zone. At
this moment, the agent bob checks in the table_mayor and the agents tom, jim, and ana

check in the table_fire_brigade. By the constitutive rules 1 and 2, bob is considered by
the institution as the mayor while tom, jim and ana are considered firefighter.

– Step 2 Bob puts the launch_object on the coordinates (15,20). By the constitutive rule 3,
this means, from the institutional perspective, the evacuation of the downtown.

– Step 3 After the evacuation performed by bob, for some reason, the downtown has 50
inhabitants. The security phase of the crisis changes from preventive to emergency, and,
from the institutional perspective, the downtown is insecure (constitutive rule 6).
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– Step 4 Tom puts the launch_object on the coordinates (15,20) of the table while jim sends
a message. Both the actions count as the evacuation of the downtown (constitutive rules
3 and 4).

– Step 5 The security phase of the crisis becomes again preventive, and, from the institu-
tional perspective, the downtown is again secure (constitutive rule 5).

4 Introducing norms in SAI

SAI assumes that the whole normative regulation is based on the constitutive state, for
any normative model that is being used. The different normative models proposed in the
literature—that might be part of SAI—are not explicitly conceived to be based on con-
stituted elements. For each model, it is necessary to (1) semantically align the normative
representations and the constitutive ones and (2) define how the dynamics of the social order
that norms aim to achieve is animated by the dynamics of the constitutive state described in
Sect. 3.4 [9]. For example, considering the norm “a bidder is obliged to bid”, it is necessary to
define (1) how to monitor the norm taking into account all the agents considered as bidders,
(2) how to proceed when obliged agents are no longer considered as bidders and (3) how to
verify its compliance when many actions are considered as a bid (is the norm compliance
conditioned to the performance of all of these actions or of at least one of them?).

The SAI constitutive state is already integrated with a normative model—namely the
one proposed by Panagiotidi et al. [60]—as described in [25]. In this paper we present
another integration—with Normative Programming Language (NPL) [48,49]. We choose
NPL because it has a formal semantics as well as an implementation where we can test our
approach. Since our goal is to evaluate the flexibility of our proposal, the focus of this sec-
tion is to illustrate how an existing normative language can be integrated with SAI. For this
reason, we take NPL as currently proposed and available, without introducing any change.10

In this integration, we first deal with the alignment between normative and constitutive rep-
resentations and, then, describe how the normative dynamics is coupled with the constitutive
one. Finally we illustrate how the normative regulation provided by NPL evolves based on
the constitutive state.

4.1 The normative model

In NPL, a norm has the form norm id:ϕ → ψ where id is a unique identifier of the norm;
ϕ is a first-order logic formula defining the activation condition of the norm; and ψ is the
consequence of the activation of the norm. There are two types of consequences:

1. fail(r), used for regimented norms.11 In this case, the activation condition represents an
undesirable (failure) state that, when achieved, must be undone. It is up to the normative
platform to handle the failure to achieve again a consistent state. The element r represents
the reason for the failure.

2. obligation(a, r, g, d), representing an obligation for the agent a. Argument r is the
reason for the obligation; g is the goal to be achieved; and d is the deadline to fulfil the
obligation.

10 An implementation of the NPL engine is available at https://github.com/moise-lang/npl.
11 Regimentation is the strategy to lead individuals to behave as expected by preventing them to violate the
norms [53,58].
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norm n1: secure(Zone)

-> obligation(mayor,n1,evacuate(Zone),‘now’+‘4 hours’).

norm n2: insecure(Zone)

-> obligation(firefighter,n2,evacuate(Zone),‘now’+‘4 hours’).

Fig. 5 Examples of NPL norms

Fig. 6 Lifecycle of obligations
in NPL [49]

d > now
active

fulfilled

unfulfilled

inactive

g

ϕ

ϕ

Figure 5 shows NPL norms using the status functions of Fig. 3 to specify that (1) the mayor

is obliged to evacuate secure zones (n1) and (2) firefighters are obliged to evacuate insecure
zones (n2).

An obligation is created, getting active when the activation condition ϕ is satisfied. An
active obligation can become (1) fulfilled, when the goal g is achieved before the deadline
d; (2) unfulfilled, when the deadline d is satisfied before the fulfilment of g; or (3) inactive,
when the activation condition ϕ ceases to hold (Fig. 6).

The state of a NPL normative system is a tuple 〈F, N , s, OS, t〉 where (1) F is the set of
facts considered in the evaluation of the norms, (2) N is a set of norms, (3) s is the state of
the normative system, that can be sound, denoted by ⊤ or failure (i.e. an undesirable state),
denoted by ⊥, (4) OS is the state of the obligations s.t. each obligation os ∈ OS is a pair
〈o, ost〉 where o is an obligation in the state ost ∈ {active, fulfilled, unfulfilled, inactive},
and (5) t is the current time considered by the normative management platform. Regarding
to the obligations in OS, it is important to note that an obligation can be only in one state at
a time, or, formally:

〈o, ost〉 ∈ OS → 〈o, ost ′〉 /∈ OS (s.t. ost �= ost ′) (12)

4.2 Aligning normative and constitutive representations

Linking norms to the constitutive state requires to relate the semantics of the components of
the norm to the semantics of the elements composing the constitutive state (and composing
the normative state, when applicable).12

For a norm n ∈ N , where n = id: ϕ → ψ , we first explicitly define that activation
condition of a norm is evaluated with respect to the whole constitutive state. Conditions over
the whole constitutive state are expressed through sf-formulae mF ∈ MF , that are a subclass
of the m-formulae whose atoms are either event- and state-status functions or expressions of
the type x is y.

12 Assuming institutions composed of both constitutive and normative states, some elements of norms may
be related to the very normative state. For example, a norm can be activated when other norm is violated [55].
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Failures raised when ψ = fail(r) are internally handled by the NPL engine and are not
evaluated against the constitutive state. When the consequence is anobligation(a, r, g, d),
we explicitly define that a ∈ AF , g ∈ EF ∪SF , and r ∈ MF . The reasons for these decisions
are:

– when coupled with SAI, norms refer to the status functions instead of to the environment.
Thus, obligations are specified as directed to the agent-status function a instead of to
concrete agents acting in the environment.

– the goal to be achieved is anchored to event- and state-status functions as, from the
institutional perspective, all that the agents can do to behave as prescribed by the norms
is to produce, in the environment, events and states that carry event- and state-status
functions.

– the reason r , that determines the maintenance of an obligation in the active state, is also
evaluated against the whole constitutive state.

The deadline d is expressed as time, that is internally managed by the NPL platform instead
of being considered as part of the external “world” under regulation. Thus, the deadline d in
the case of NPL is not related to the status functions and thus not considered in the integration
with SAI.

For a norm n = id:ϕ → ψ where ψ = obligation(a, r, g, d), the satisfaction of the
activation condition ϕ under a substitution θ creates instances of obligation(a, r, g, d).
An instance of obligation(a, r, g, d) is represented as 〈a′, r ′, g′, d ′〉 where r ′ = rθ ,
g′ = gθ , and d ′ = dθ . While norms in NPL specify obligations considering the agent-status
functions, the activation of the norms creates obligations for the agents carrying the agent-
status functions. An obligation(a, r, g, d) must be followed by an agent aX if it carries
the status function a as prescribed in the norm. Thus, in an instance o = 〈a′, r ′, g′, d ′〉 of an
obligation(a, r, g, d), we consider a′ = (aX , a) where aX is the concrete agent targeted
by the norm instance and a ∈ AF is the status function carried by that agent when the
instance was created.

4.3 Coupling normative and constitutive dynamics

In [49], norms are evaluated with respect to a set of facts. When the NPL dynamics is based
on the SAI constitutive state, these facts are status function assignments composing the
SAI constitutive state. As said before, norm activations can raise failures and obligations.
Failures require regimentation, that concerns the internal management of NPL, that is to say,
it is not related to the constitutive state. Our focus here is on the obligations, whose lifecycle,
illustrated in Fig. 6 evolves based on the constitutive state.

Based on the original NPL operational semantics [49], the next sections describe how
obligations, as conceived by NPL, are activated, fulfilled, deactivated, and violated when
norms are based on the SAI constitutive state. In the transition rules 13–16 we always consider
that the normative state evolves based on the current constitutive state F . A reference to F

implicitly refers to some step i of the history of the constitutive state (i.e. F i ).

Activation The instantiation of obligations is conditioned by the constitutive state satisfying
the activation condition ϕ for some substitution θ (i.e. F |� ϕθ ). The evaluation of ϕθ with
respect to F follows the expressions 1 and 2. By the transition rule 13, an obligation directed
to an agent-status function a produces an instance for every concrete agent aX carrying a.
An agent aX is targeted by an obligation because it carries the status function a and, thus,
aX is a is part of the reason r for the obligation to hold. The NPL semantics does not allow
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the creation of another instance of an active obligation with a different deadline [49]. The

notation
obl
= is used for equality of obligations ignoring the deadline in the comparison.

norm id:ϕ → ψ ∈ N ψ = o F |� ϕθ ∧ aX is a dθ > t

¬∃〈o′, ost〉 ∈ OS : (o′ obl
= oθ ∧ ost �= active)

〈F, N ,⊤, OS, t〉 → 〈F, N ,⊤, OS ∪ 〈oθ, active〉, t〉

s.t. o = obligation〈a, r, g, d〉 and oθ = 〈(aX , a), rθ ∧ ax is a, gθ, dθ〉 (13)

For example, considering the specification in Fig. 3, if the agents bob and tom carry the status
function firefighter (i.e. {〈bob, f ire f ighter〉, 〈tom, f ire f ighter〉} ⊆ AF ) and the down-

town is in emergency phase of crisis, being thus insecure (i.e. 〈securi ty_phase(downtown,

emergency), insecure(downtown)〉 ∈ SF ), then (1) F |� insecure(downtown), (2)
F |� bob is f ire f ighter , and (3) F |� tom is f ire f ighter . Thus, considering the norm n2
shown in Fig. 5, the following obligations are created:

〈(bob, f ire f ighter), insecure(downtown) ∧ bob is f ire f ighter, evacuate(downtown), d ′〉

〈(tom, f ire f ighter), insecure(downtown) ∧ tom is f ire f ighter, evacuate(downtown), d ′〉

Deactivation The state of an active obligation o should be changed to inactive if the reason for
the obligation ceases to hold in the current system state reflected in F [49]. This is expressed
by F �|� r ′ in the transition rule 14.

os ∈ OS os = 〈o, active〉 F �|� r ′

〈F, N ,⊤, OS, t〉 → 〈F, N ,⊤, (OS\{os}) ∪ {〈o, inactive〉}, t〉

s.t. o = 〈(aX , a), r ′, g′, d ′〉 (14)

The transition rule 14 implicitly captures the idea of obligations being directed to the
concrete agents but being conditioned by the agent-status function assignments. Recall that,
if 〈(aX , a), r ′, g′, d ′〉 is an obligation produced by norm id:ϕ → 〈a, r, g, d〉, then r ′ =

rθ ∧ aX is a (cf. transition rule) 13. If an instance is assigned to the agent aX because it
carries the agent-status function a, then it is deactivated if aX ceases to carry a (i.e. if
F �|� aX is a). For example, we can imagine that the agent bob is obliged to evacuate the
downtown because it carries the agent-status function of firefighter. As the obligation was
directed to the firefighter rather than to bob, it should be deactivated as soon bob looses this
function.

Fulfilment Fulfilments are considered separately according to the nature of the goal to be
achieved (event or state). The transition rules 15 and 16 deal respectively with fulfilments of
active instances conditioned by events and by states.

os ∈ OS os = 〈o, active〉 g′ ∈ EF

∃(eX , aX ) ∈ EX : F |� (eX , aX ) is g′

〈F, N ,⊤, OS, t〉 → 〈F, N ,⊤, (OS\{os}) ∪ {〈o, fulfilled〉}, t〉
(15)

os ∈ OS os = 〈o, active〉 g′ ∈ SF F |� g′

〈F, N ,⊤, OS, t〉 → 〈F, N ,⊤, (OS\{os}) ∪ {〈o, fulfilled〉}, t〉

s.t. o = 〈(aX , a′), r ′, g′, d ′〉 (16)

The transition rule 15 captures the notion of events as being considered at the individual
agent level. The obligation of an agent aX with respect to the occurrence in the environment
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of an event that counts as the event-status function g′ is only fulfilled when g′ is assigned
to an event eX really produced by the agent aX . This is expressed by F |� ((eX , aX )isg′),
evaluated according to the Expression (2). By the transition rule 16, an agent fulfils an
obligation to achieve a state when it sees to it that such state holds, no matter by whom it has
been produced. This achievement is detected when there is an assignment to the state-status
function g′, evaluated according to the expressions 1 and 2.

Unfulfilment A NPL obligation moves from active to unfulfilled if the deadline is already
past. Deadlines in NPL are checked considering a discrete, linear, notion the time, internally
managed by the normative engine. Thus, conditions to unfulfilment are not constituted from
the environmental state.

Failures and regimentation In NPL, when the facts F reflect an undesirable state, the nor-
mative state goes to a failure one. The transition rule 17, defining how the normative state is
moved from a consistent (⊤) to a failure, undesirable (⊥) state, is the same as the original
one introduced in [49].

n ∈ N F |� ϕ nψ = fail(_)

〈F, N ,⊤, OS, t〉 → 〈F, N ,⊥, OS, t〉
(17)

When failure normative states are produced, the NPL engine is conceived to roll back
the facts in F to the previous consistent state. When NPL is coupled to SAI, the set of
facts that should be rolled back is the constitutive state. But, in this case, the rolled back
constitutive state could become inconsistent with respect to the environment. This issue is
related to the very notion of regimentation as handled by the implementation of NPL: agents
acting in the environment can produce undesirable states that are rolled back in the normative
representation of the facts but that are not necessarily reverted in the environment.

The NPL strategy to deal with undesirable states mixes the notions of regulation and
of institutional reality (even the later is not explicit in the NPL model). A norm where
the consequence is a failure can be seen as stating that certain conditions (represented by
the activation condition) count as (i.e. are seen from the institutional perspective) as an
undesirable state that the normative platform must deal with. Analysing and disentangling
such a mixing of regulation and constitution in normative models is a future work. In this
direction, a possible strategy to regulate undesirable states in NPL would be to explicitly
take fail(r) as a state-status function to be constituted by undesirable states. This status
function could be part of the activation condition of the norms whose consequence is an
obligation. Thus, failure states produce obligations to the agents to act in the environment
producing environmental facts that bring the normative state consistent again.

4.4 Example of normative dynamics based on the constitutive one

Considering the proposed coupling, we illustrate the evolving of the normative regulation
based on the constitutive dynamics illustrated in Sect. 3.6. In each step, the environmental
state changes causing changes in the constitutive state (Table 2) and, as consequence, the
normative state changes as summarised in the Table 3:

– Step 1 As the downtown is considered secure and bob considered as mayor, the agent is
obliged to evacuate that zone.

– Step 2 From the institutional perspective, bob has evacuated the downtown, fulfilling the
previously created obligation.
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Table 3 Evolution of the normative state

Step Normative state

1 OS = {〈obligation(bob, n1, evacuate(downtown), ‘now’ + ‘4 hours’), active〉}

2 OS = {〈obligation(bob, n1, evacuate(downtown), ‘now’ + ‘4 hours’)), fulfilled〉}

3

OS = {〈obligation(bob, n1, evacuate(downtown), ‘now’ + ‘4 hours’)), fulfilled〉,

〈obligation(tom, n2, evacuate(downtown), ‘now’ + ‘4 hours’), active〉,

〈obligation( j im, n2, evacuate(downtown), ‘now’ + ‘4 hours’), active〉,

〈obligation(ana, n2, evacuate(downtown), ‘now’ + ‘4 hours’), active〉}

4

OS = {〈obligation(bob, n1, evacuate(downtown), ‘now’ + ‘4 hours’)), fulfilled〉,

〈obligation(tom, n2, evacuate(downtown), ‘now’ + ‘4 hours’), fulfilled〉,

〈obligation( j im, n2, evacuate(downtown), ‘now’ + ‘4 hours’), fulfilled〉,

〈obligation(ana, n2, evacuate(downtown), ‘now’ + ‘4 hours’), active〉}

5

OS = {〈obligation(bob, n1, evacuate(downtown), ‘now’ + ‘4 hours’)), fulfilled〉,

〈obligation(tom, n2, evacuate(downtown), ‘now’ + ‘4 hours’), fulfilled〉,

〈obligation( j im, n2, evacuate(downtown), ‘now’ + ‘4 hours’), fulfilled〉,

〈obligation(ana, n2, evacuate(downtown), ‘now’ + ‘4 hours’), inactive〉}

– Step 3 The downtown becomes insecure from the institutional perspective. Thus, new
obligations are created directed to the firefighters.

– Step 4 Tom puts the launch_object perform actions that count as the evacuation of the
downtown, fulfilling their obligations.

– Step 5 From the institutional perspective, the downtown is again secure. As ana did not
evacuate the downtown while it was insecure, its obligation becomes inactive.

5 Analysing stability, consistency, and flexibility in SAI

We have so far shown (1) how SAI builds the institutional reality (represented by the con-
stitutive state) where the regulation is inserted and (2) how a specific normative model fits
in this institutional reality to regulate MAS. This section analyses how basing norms on the
constitutive state provides stability, consistency, and flexibility to the regulation in MAS.

5.1 Stability

SAI provides, through the status functions, the institutional vocabulary on top of which the
regulation is specified. Norms do not specify nor manage the link between this vocabulary
and the regulated environment. This is all done in the constitutive level. Norms are thus
stable as they remain unchanged, referring to the status functions, even if the environment
abstracted by the status functions changes.

Assuming that the environmental elements involved in the regulation are agents acting,
events occurring, and states holding in the environment, the three kinds of status functions
of SAI are enough to abstract the elements required by the norms. We use the example of
Sect. 4.4, focusing on the norm 2 of Fig. 5, to illustrate stability with respect to these three
kinds of elements:

– Agents The norm distributes obligations to all the agents carrying the status function of
firefighter (Table 3—step 2). The norm does not need to specify every possible agent
targeted by the obligation. The same norm would produce obligations to any additional
agent carrying that status function.
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– Events The norm defines obligations to the agents to evacuate zones. This single norm can
be fulfilled through the production of two different events in the environment (Table 3—
step 3). Additional events counting as evacuations could be added to the constitutive
specification without any change in the norm.

– States The norm produces obligations when a zone is considered insecure. By the spec-
ification of Fig. 3, such condition is realised in the environment when a GIS defines that
it is on emergency phase of crisis. If we add the constitutive rule “flooded(Zone)
count-asinsecure(Zone)”, meaning that a zone is insecure when GIS informs that
it is flooded, the same norm 2, without any change, covers a new environmental state.

While the environmental elements are abstracted by the status functions, the way these
abstracted elements are affected by the regulation is related to the way the norms are coupled
with the constitutive state. The coupling proposed in Sect. 4 explicitly defines that (1) norms
govern all the agents under the same constitution of agent-status function and (2) the activa-
tion, maintenance, and deactivation conditions, differently, point to a single constitution of
status function. In the crisis example, a single norm targets all the agents counting as fire-

fighter but its fulfilment requires that every firefighter produces (at least) one event counting
as evacuation.

5.2 Consistency

The set of status functions of a constitutive specification provides a common vocabulary to be
used to write the norms of an institution. More than providing the set of words, the institutional
reality as conceived by SAI provides semantics to the institutional vocabulary through the
typing of the status functions. This feature provides a consistent normative specification and
dynamics, as discussed in the sequence.

5.2.1 Consistency in the normative specification

As the elements referred by the norms are typed as agent-, event-, or state status functions,
it is possible to explicitly constrain the kind of element which the different components of
the norms can refer to. Normative specifications become thus consistent. For example, it
is possible to define that the “a” of NPL norms refers exclusively to agent-status functions
while the element “g” refers to event- or state-status functions. Any reference of a to elements
other than agent-status function and of g to elements other than event- or state-status functions
makes the norm semantically wrong. For instance, if firefighter is an agent-status function and
evacuate is an event-status function, then evacuate cannot be the bearer and firefighter cannot
be the goal of a norm. Such consistency does not depends neither on the normative model nor
on the expertise of the designer of the normative specification. Rather, it is provided by the
proper link between the components of the norms and the different kinds of status functions
(cf. Sect. 4.2).

5.2.2 Consistency in the normative dynamics

With typed status functions we can explicitly define relations between the different kinds
of elements within the institutional reality and the different natures of their environmental
counterparts. Thanks to these relations, the normative state is consistent with the environment.
The constitution of the different kinds of status functions takes into account the particular
dynamics of the different kinds of environmental elements (cf. functions in expressions 3–8).
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Thus, norms being managed based on the constitutive state are consistent with the actual
environment under regulation as, by referring to agent-, event-, and state-status functions,
they range, respectively, over agents that are actually participating, events that are actually
occurring, and states that are actually holding in the environment. Norms do not need to
model nor monitor the environmental dynamics. All that is needed in the normative level is
to define how the normative dynamics evolves based on the constitutive state, taking into
account how the different components of the norms are related to the different kinds of status
functions (cf. Sects. 4.2, 4.3).

5.3 Flexibility

Flexibility could be demonstrated by showing norms following different normative models
coupled with the same constitutive state. This paper presents the coupling of the NPL model
while a similar coupling of another normative model is presented in [25]. Norms following
these models are applied to the same crisis scenario described in this paper, using the same
constitutive specification of Fig. 3, considering the same environmental dynamics, and, as
consequence, the same constitutive one, as the presented in Sect. 3.6. We have thus an
application where norms following two different normative models are regulating the same
scenario, based on the same institutional concepts.

Flexibility is achieved by the introduction of the constitutive level (as illustrated in Fig. 1),
composed of status functions, between norms and environment. Norms, independent of the
model they follow, are expressed in terms of status functions. Thus, all the norms within the
institution share the same vocabulary. Furthermore, the semantics of the shared vocabulary,
given in terms of status functions, is unified within the institution being also shared by all
the norms taking part there. For example, all the norms in the institution, independent of the
normative model, take firefighter as an agent-status function and evacuate as an event-status
function. Finally, the grounding of the institutional vocabulary in the environment (i.e. the
constitution of status functions) is managed by the introduced constitutive level, independent
of the norms. For this reason, the constituted status functions provide a unified grounding in
the environment of the elements referred by the norms.

As we can see, basing norms on the constitutive state makes the regulation (1) stable,
as norms refer to status functions, that abstract the complexity and unpredictability of the
environment, (2) consistent with the environment, as the types of the status functions allows
us to coherently couple them with norms and also to coherently ground them in the envi-
ronment and (3) flexible, as the status functions, as well as the constitutive state, provide a
unified vocabulary, with unified semantics and unified grounding, accessible to all the norms
regulating the system.

6 Limitations and future work

Spite of the discussed advantages, it is worth to remark some limitations of the SAI model.
First of all, it is not possible to abstract within the institution elements of natures other than
agents, events, and states. For example, while it is possible to define that placing an object on
the coordinates (15,20) of the table counts as evacuate(downtown) (constitutive rule 3
in Fig. 3), it is not possible to define that those coordinates count as the downtown. Although
this limitation does not prevent us to provide stability, consistency, and flexibility to norms
that refer to agents, events, and states, some concepts referred by the norms, that are clearly
related to the environment—as downtown in the example—remain unsituated. Dealing with
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the institutional counterparts of elements other than agents, events, and states, is a future
work.

The status functions of SAI are conceived to support the regulation provided by the norms.
Besides norms, however, there are other social aspects in MAS, usually captured by metaphors
inspired in human societies. There are, for example, organisations [35,51] and interaction
protocols [68,79]. As well as norms, these abstractions define some expected behaviour
from the agents. Also similar to norms, they are specified in an abstract level decoupled from
the environment. For example, [68] illustrates protocols being specified in terms of debtor,
creditor, and payment but the protocol language does not specifies how these elements are
constituted. As another example, the Moise model [51] conceives organisations in terms of
roles, goals, missions, groups, etc. but does not have means to specify how these elements are
related to the environment. As these abstractions do not refer themselves to concrete elements
in the environment, it seems suitable to use them in the context of institutions. Thus, a future
work is to check whether and how the current state of SAI model can base the regulation
provided by regulative representations other than norms, extending the model if necessary.

Some of those referred regulative abstractions capture collective social aspects. For exam-
ple, groups of Moise abstract sets of agents while missions abstract sets of states to be
produced following a given sequence [51]. Inserting these abstractions in institutions as con-
ceived by SAI requires to define whether and how these abstractions, that refer to sets of
environmental elements, can take part of an institutional reality composed as institutional
counterparts of individual agents, events, and states from the environment. The future work
of inserting collective abstractions in institutions as conceived by SAI addresses another
limitation of this work, as it covers only the abstraction of environmental elements at an
individual level.

This paper considers a single institution gathering all the status function assignments that
compose the constitutive state. It does not address the deployment of such an institution that,
even centralised, could run in distributed nodes (e.g. a node running on the store system, a
node running on the credit card system, a node running on the delivery system etc). Deploying
artificial institutions requires to address, in the future, practical aspects, such as operational
semantics, architecture, and implementation of interpreters for the proposed specification
language.13 Furthermore, aspects such as the analysis of the cost of introducing a layer
between norms and environment, as well as the scalability of the model, must be analysed.
A further formal analysis based on the proposed formalism is also planned.

Theoretical aspects of the presented work were illustrated in this paper through examples
from an application on crisis management. In these examples, SAI is proven to be useful to
solve some issues [27–31]. As SAI is a general purpose model, applying it to other scenarios
that can be modelled as open MAS, such as those pointed in Sect. 1, is a future work. Finally,
as well as the coupling of SAI with the NPL (shown in this paper) and with the normative
model proposed by [60] (shown in [25]), we plan to investigate the coupling with other
normative models.

7 Conclusions

In this paper, we presented the SAI model as a way to provide stability, consistency, and flex-
ibility to the normative regulation of MAS. We consider that norms are not the only element

13 Although a preliminary version of an interpreter is available at http://sitartinst.sf.net and was used to verify
the feasibility of the proposal, several implementation concerns, as performance, are not verified yet.
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necessary to regulate MAS. Rather, norms are conceived as part of artificial institutions that
enable the institutional reality to which they refer.

The first contribution of this work is the conception of the abstractions to represent this
institutional reality. This reality is conceived, in SAI, as an element that is neither part of the
regulative abstractions nor of the environment. Rather, it is an element in itself within the
institution. Just like norms are the building block of regulation, we introduce status functions
as the building block of the institutional reality.

The relation between physical and social dimensions in MAS has been studied from
many different perspectives, such as the institutional power emerging from the environmental
circumstances [52], or contextual aspects of count as [4,5], or even the interoperability
between implementations of physical and social dimensions [15,73]. In this direction, another
contribution of this work is to define the use of count-as a mean to constitute status functions.
The notion of count-as in SAI is thus not just a link between environment and institution.
Rather, it comprises the whole semantics related to the constitution of different kinds of
elements within the institution, that is essential to build the SAI constitutive state.

This paper contributes also by conceiving the coupling of the NPL model with the status
functions of SAI. Having regulation and constitution as independent processes within the
institution requires to couple norms with the constitutive state. This clear separation provides
flexibility as constitution is not tailored for a specific normative model. The required work of
coupling norms with the constitutive state keeps the consistency as the particular semantics
of the norms is aligned with the semantics of the status functions.

As said in the introduction, this paper focuses on open MAS, that are traditionally seen as
those where the participating agents are not known in design time. Considering the openness
feature, normative systems usually employ high level abstractions, such as role, to abstract
of the concrete agents that are unknown when norms are designed [71]. But while openness
is mainly addressed from this agent perspective, SAI enlarges the scope by proposing solu-
tions to design and monitor norms ranging of an extensible, unknown in design time, set of
environment elements. That is to say, from the normative perspective the system is open not
only with respect to the participating agents but with respect to all the elements that can be
abstracted under the notion of status function.
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